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Room-temperature electroluminescence at 1.54 pm is demonstrated in erbium-implanted
oxygen-doped silicon (27 at. ‘% Oj, due to intra-3f transitions of the Er3+. The luminescence is
electrically stimulated by biasing metal-(Si:O, Erj-p’ silicon diodes. The 30-nm-thick Si:O, Er films
are amorphous layers deposited onto silicon substrates by chemical-vapor deposition of SiH, and
N,O, doped by ion implantation with Er to a concentration up to = 1.5 at. %I, and annealed in a rapid
thermal annealing furnace. The most intense electroluminescence is obtained in samples annealed at
400 “C in reverse bias under breakdown conditions and it is attributed to impact excitation oferbium
by hot carriers injected from the Si into the Si:O, Er layer. The electrical characteristics of the diode
are studied in detail and related to the electroluminescence characteristics. A lower limit for the
cm’ is obtained. 8 1995 American Institute of
impact excitation cross section of -6X10-‘fi
Pkyics.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many approaches to obtain efficient light emission from
silicon are under intense investigation because of many potential applications. As the feasibility of other elementary
devices such as detectors,‘,2 waveguides,” and modulators
has already been demonstrated, the realization of an efficient
silicon light source is crucial for the application of Si technology to optoelectronics and optical telecommunication. In
addition, the growing complexity and speed of silicon integrated circuits will require the use of optical interconnects
and thus the integration of devices for optical communication.
Unfortunately, due to its indirect band gap, silicon is
characterized by a low probability for radiative electron-hole
recombination;” for this reason silicon light-emitting diodes
show a very poor near-infrared band-edge luminescence.
Therefore, many alternative approaches are currently investigated. One possibility is to reduce the concentration of defects that promote nonradiative recombination. Indeed, in
silicon devices with highly passivated surfaces, characterized
by very long carrier lifetimes, somewhat enhanced quantum
efficiencies for radiative recombination have been reported.?
Another approach is based on the use of epitaxial Ge,Si, -x
alloys (or Si-Ge superlattices, which may show a nearly direct
band gap.’ The recent development of Ge,CSi,-, deposition
techniynes7*s and the knowledge of the process limits for
avoiding misfit dislocation formation and layer intermixing,
have permitted the fabrication of devices using defect-free
materials. In these, near-infrared electroluminescence attributed to band-to-band recombination has been demonstrated
at low temperatures.’ Unfortunately, a strong luminescence
quenching occurs at increasing temperature, and the quantum
efficiency becomes low at room temperature. A very promising development is that of porous silicon,‘““’ for which
intense room-temperature photoluminescence has been demonstrated already in the near-infrared-to-visible
range.
Large quantum efficiencies are observed both in hydrogrn
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passivated and in thermal oxidized materials” but problems
related to mechanical fragility, low thermal conductivity, as
well as the attainment of efficient electroluminescence still
remain unsolved.
An alternative way is the doping of silicon by erhium.
The Er”’ ion is characterized by complete external 5s and
5p shells and an incomplete internal 4f shell. The external
shells shield the 4f electrons from the influence of the host
material and sharp atomiclike intra-+f transitions are
observed.‘” The transition involving the ground state 41,,,2
and the first excited state ‘1 ,3,2 corresponds to a wavelength
of = 1.54 pm, which coincides with the window of maximum transmission in silica-based optical fibers. Therefore,
many researchers have investigated the possibility of electrically exciting this transition in silicon. The first demonstration of erbium-related electroluminescence in a silicon lightemitting diode (LED) was reported by Ennen ed nl.” who
showed the occurrence of luminescence at 1.54 ,um in a
forward-biased LED fabricated by molecular-beam epitaxy
of Si doped during deposition by Er ion implantation. Unfortunately, strong luminescence quenching was observed with
increasing temperature, i&16 and this effect rendered the luminescence not measurabie at room temperature.
Subsequently it was pointed out that oxygen and other
impurities enhance the Er”’ luminescence.““’
Oxygen
forms complexes with erbiumIX producing two positive effects: first, an increase in luminescence intensity, and second,
a marked decrease of the luminescence quenching with
temperature.‘9.20 By codoping silicon with Er and 0, roomtemperature electroluminescence at 1.53 ytn has been
achieved recently in light-emitting diodes, both in forward
and in reverse bias above the breakdown voltage.“‘“”
The fundamental role played by oxygen in Er doping of
silicon led us to investigate the Er doping of heavily oxygendoped silicon thin films deposited by chemical-vapor deposition of SiH, and N20. The material is a solid mixture of
silicon and silicon oxide phases usually indicated as semiinsulating polycrystalline silicon (SWOS). The acronym
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SIPOS will be used throughout

this work and indicates the
material described above even though our work is focused
more on amorphous rather than plycrystalline materials,
SE?OS is a high-rcsistivity semiconductor, normally used in
silicon technology~ particularly for the passivation of edge
structures in power devices.“‘“” The carrier transport mechanisms in this material have been studied and are related to its
microstructure.”“’*-“’ The large oxygen concentrativns, lying in
the l-60 at. % range, and its compatibility with Si technology render this semiconductor a very attractive host for Er.
In a previous article.” SIPOS films containing 4, 10, and
27 at. % (3 were itnpianted with Er ions and annealed at a
temperature in the 300-- 1100 “C range in order to recover the
ion implantation damage and optically activate the crbium.
Intense n,om-tcmperaturrt4lre
Er-related photoluminescence at
I.54 pm was observed in all the samples: The ma,ximum
signal was revadcd in the mat&al containing 27 at. % 0 and
annealed at 500 “C. In addition, excitation spectroscopy
measurements showed that the Er excitation is produced via
the recombination of electron-hole pairs which transfer their
rzomhination energy to the Er.
These results led us to investigate the Er luminescence
4lrider electrical excitation performed by biasing suitable
Inetal-SII’OS-silicon structures: In this article we report the
results of this study demonstrating for the first time in this
material room-temperature electroluminescence and a very
weak lnntincscencc quenching with temperature. The mcchanisms ledding to the elect.roluminescence are discussed and
the cross section for Er excitation is experimentally evaluated. A detailed experimental study of Er in SIPOS under
optical ercitation will he reported elsewhere.‘”
II. EXPERIMENT
Silicon wafers of 125 m m diameter, ( IOOj oriented, polished on both sides, B-doped (10-20 !J cm) were implanted
with 80 keV B at tluences of 5X 1O1”and 2X 10” cm-’ on
front and back sides, respectively. For dopant activation, the
samples were processed in a rapid thermal annealing (RTA)
apparatus at 1000 “C for 5 min in a N, ambient. After removal of the Jvative oxide by dipping in a diluted HF solution, SIPOS was deposited by chemic&vapor deposition of
SiH, and N,O at 620 “C. The process resulted in 30-nmthick layers containinkT 27 at. % 0. Oxygen content and
thickness of the layers were measured by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBSj of 2 MeV %Ie at 44scattering
angle of 102”. Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy on the front side of the samples confirmed that the
SlPOS thickness was 30 nm and showed that the underlying
silicon after B implant&tion and diffusion was damage free.
The samples were then implanted with 35 keV Er at an angle
of 60” from the surface normal in order to confine all the
erbium inside the SIPOS layer; the doses were 2.5 or 5 X 10’”
cm -‘* At the highest fluence the sputtered thickness was
b=1.5 nm and the Er peak concentration was = 1.6 at. %,
located at a depth of -=9 run, as cvaludkd by numerical
simulations of the implantation process and confirmed by
RBS.
After annealing in a RTA for 5 min in a Nz atnbient at a
temperature between MO and 1000 “C, Ti-Ni-Au metal conJ. Appt. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 12, 15 June 1995
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FIG. 1. Schematiccross section of the metal-SIPOS-p.’silicon diode structure used For the electroluminescence measurrrnents.

tacts were deposited through a mask in an ultrahigh-vacuum
e-beam evaporator, defining a Burrus-type geometry with a
circular contact of 0.16 cm’ on the front and a complementary metallization on the back side. A schemiltic drawing of
the resulting structure is shown in Fig. 1. Due to the high
resistivity of the SIPOS layer the current is confined in the
cylindric volume under the contact on SIPOS and is then
spread in the low-resistivity silicon substrate. The infrared
light produced by biasing the device is collected from the
back side; at 1.5 pm wavelength the Si absorption
coefficient”’ is less than 1 cm-’ and thus the infrared light is
essentially unattenuated by traversing the 600-,utn-thick silicon substrate. The external collection efficiency, limited
tnainly by total internal reflection, amounts to -2% for a 2~
sr collection efficiency.‘”
Electroluminescence (EL) was studied by biasing the diodes between -35 and +15 V with the samples held at a
temperature in the 200-300 K range. Diode polarization is
assumed to be forward when the potential of the p-type silicon substrate is positive with respect to the metal contact on
the SIPOS layer. The light was collected by a lens system,
focused in a single grating spectrometer with 6 run resolution
and then detected by a Ge detector cooled at liquid-nitrogen
temperature. The device was biase.d by a square-wave current signal at 30 Hz produced by a power amplifier driven by
a function generator; to improve the signal-to-noise ratio a
lock-in amplification technique was used. EL decay measurements were performed by switching off the current and recording the luminescence signal on a digital oscilloscope; the
overall response time of the system was less than 30 ps.
111.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Electroluminescence
Figure 2 shows the electroluminesccncc signal observed
at room temperature at -20 V bias with a current of 260 mA
in a sample implanted with 5X IO’” E&m” and annealed at
400 “C. The spectrum shown is similar to those observed in
photoluminescence27,?8and can be attributed to 3i11:v2-+~IIIsI~
transitions in Er”+.
It is the sample implanted with 5X10” cme2 and annealed at 900 ‘C in which the largest electroluminescence is
observed and the data shown below refer to this device. ElecLombardoet al.
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FIG. 2. Electroluminescence spectrum taken at room temperature in reverse
bias in a device in which SIPOS wa,, implanted with an Er dose of 5X 1@
cn-’ and annealed at 400 “C. The SIPOS metal contact was positively
biased with respect to the pt silicon to a voIt%e of 20 V and the resulting
current was 260 mA.

FIG. 4, Electroluminescence intensity at 1.54 pm measuredat ruum tetnperature as 3 function of the current in the device of which the I-V characteristics are shown in Fig. 3. The 3ulid line is a fit used to extrapolate the
threshold current.

trolumincscence was also observed in samples implanted at
2.5X 10’” Er/cm’ and/or annealed at temperatures above
400 “C, but in this case the intensities were lower. The trend
of electroluminescence intensity as a function of anneal temperature is very similar to that of the photoluminescence, and
will be discussed in detail in Ref. 28. Note that the Erimplanted SIPOS annealed at 400 “C has an amorphous
structure.
It is important to underline that clear luminescence is
observed only in reverse bias when the device is fully in
breakdown. In forward bias a small signal is observed in
devices annealed at 500 and 600 “C (not shown), but the
intensity measured at the largest current level (-400 mA) is
approximately a factor of 10 smaller than the signal shown in
Fig. 2.
Figure 3 shows the Z-V characteristics of the devic.e at
room temperature. The main features of the characteristics

are a large differential resistance between a-3 and 0 V and
nearly linear I-V characteristics at large positive and negative biases, characterized by differential resistances of -25
and 30 a, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the electroluminescence intensity at I.54
pm as a function of the current flowing in the device; it is
apparent that in reverse bias the EL, intensity increases linearly with current above a threshold of 75 mA, while it is at
the noise level in forward bias, The almost perfect signal
linearity in reverse bias occurs also when it is plotted as a
function of the voltage because the intense luminescence is
observed in the Iinear region of the I-V characteristics; the
threshold voltage is - 14.5 V.
By increasing the temperature from 200 to 400 K, the
threshold current, voltage, and slope of the EL signal versus
curre.nt (not shown) shift slightly toward lower values, resulting in a very small quenching effect of the electroluminescence for increasing temperature. Such a small quenching
effect is also observed in photoluminescence. 28
6. Electrical characteristics
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FIG. 3. I-V characteristics measured at 300 K of the device in which SIPOS
has been implanted with 5 X IO’” E & m ” and annealed at 400 “C. The inset
show-sthe I-V characteristics {solid circlesj in a lower-him region together
with a theoretical curve (solid lint) calculated according to Eq. (1).
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The observed electroluminescence can be understood by
knowing the carrier transport mechanisms in the device.
Consequently, we wiI1 divide the discussion of the data into a
first part describing the electrical conduction models, and a
second part discussing the electroluminescence.
The hole concentration profile in the silicon under the
SlPOS was measured by the spreading resistance technique:
The profile, reported in Fig. 5, shows a carrier concentration
equal to 1X10i5 crne3 at the SIPOS-silicon interface; the
concentration increases with depth reaching a maximum at
~250 m-n of nearly 2X 10” cm-j and then decreases reaching the substrate concentration value at a depth of -700 nm.
The boron chemical profile obtained by the SUPREM IV code3*
is also shown in Fig. 5: In the 0- 130 nm surface region the
boron concentration is much higher than the carrier concentration, and it ranges from 5~ 1016cmw3 at the surface up to
5 X lOI cm-’ at = 130 nm. By comparing boron and hole
Lombard0 et al.
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FIG 5. Hole concentmtion profile measured by spreading resistance in the
silicon under the SIPOS implanted with X0 keV H at 5X IO’” cn1C2.Also
shown is the boron chemical profile obtained by SUPW~~IV simulation.

profiles we conclude that the 130~nm-thick surface layer is
depleted of mobile carriers: moreover, since the carrier concentration at the surface is about 1 X 10’” crnW3?we conclude
that the Fermi level is pinned at the Si-SIPOS interface at a
value about 0.2.9 eV above the valence-band edge. Using
Gauss’s theorem, the electric field at the SIPOS-I,+ silicon
junction in thermal equilibrium is estimated to be approximately 2.5~ IO” V/cm in silicon, and -5X I O5 V/cm in
SIPOS, assuming a ratio of about two between the dielectric
constants of SlPOS and silicon.“’
On the basis of these considerations the simplified band
diagram at thermal equilibrium of the metal-SIPOS-p’ Si
structure is as shown in Fig. 6(aj. The SIPOS film has an

b)~~~
Metal

lSlPOS,
I
I
i

Silicon

FIG. 6. Rand diagrams of the metal-SIPOS-p.’ silicon diode in thermal
equilibrium (a) and in reverse bias at low {b) and high Cc) voltages. The
arrow in Cbb:)
shows the tunneling path of electrons which produces the leakage current of the diode at low reverse biases. The arrow in (c) indicates hot
&c&x-s injected from the Si depletion layer into the SIPOS. Note that the
relative scaler of (a), cb), and Cc) are not the same.
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FIG. 7. Differential resistances of the device of which the characteristics are
reported in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature. Open circles and triangles
and solid circle-s r&r to the voltage ranges +--7.5C2.5 and - 17.5+2.5 V
and + SO? 10 mV, respectively.

amorphous microstructure and at low electric fields shows
hopping conductivity.“” As sketched in Fig. 6(a), we expect
that SIPOS will show a mobility gap larger than the crystalline Si forbidden gap. This is also confirmed by the fact that
the fundamental absorption edge of SIPOS occurs at a higher
proton energy than that observed in amorphous silicot?”
On the basis of the band diagram of Pig. 6(a), we can
model the 1-V characteristics of the device. For this purpose,
the temperature dependences of the differential resistances at
f7.5 and - 17.5 V and +50 mV were measured, and they
are shown in Fig. 7. In the case of large biases the resistances
increase with temperature; note that the resistance measured
in forward bias is always larger than that measured in reverse
bias. Vice versa, the device resistance measured at low forward bias shows a marked decrease by increasing temperature. The striking differences in the behavior of the differential resistances at low and high voltages can be attributed to
different conduction regimes.
In forward bias most of the voltage is applied across the
SIPOS film because the metal-SIPOS and the SIPOS-I, ’ Si
junctions introduce negligible resistances, and thus the clcctrical characteristics are entirely due to the SIPOS layer. At
low forward bias carrier transport will occur by hopping as
confirmed by the temperature dependence of the differential
resistance at -t-SO mV and by the high corresponding resistivity values (10s s1 cm at 300 Kj. At large forward biases
the strength of the electric field in SIPOS is large and the
transport is due to tunneling of carriers moving through localized states up to several tenths of an eV above the Fermi
level, since large tunnel probabilities are expected. The occurrence of tunneling is confirmed by the low value and the
weak temperature dependence of the resistance. The small
increase of the differential resistance with temperature can be
attributed to the decrease of carrier mobility and lifetime.
In reverse bias the situation is different: At low voltages
the bias is almost entirely applied to the SIPOS-pf Si junction and not to the SIPOS layer, as sketched in Fig. 6(b); the
current in this case is limited by the tunneling of valcnceLombard0 ei al.
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band electrons of silicon toward free localized states in
SIPOS of energies above the Fermi level [arrow in Fig- 6(b)].
Consequently the current is proportional to the tunnel probability ,fr throughout the barrier of height E,-- Eva029 eV,
as indicated by the spreading resistance measurements. fr is
given by””

where m” is the electron effective mass, q the electron
charge, and h is the Planck constant. The electric field in
SIPOS at the junction E, can be assumed to be equal to
-4v/ ws* + E$ ,30where V is the reverse applied voltage, Wsi
is the silicon depletion layer thickness evaluated by the
spreading resistance measurement, and Ei is the thermal
equilibrium field in SlPOS at the junction (=4X 105 V/cm).
E, is evaluated by assuming that the silicon depletion layer
field depends linearly on the depth and assuming that the
ratio between the dielectric constants of silicon and SIPOS is
2. As the reverse bias current is proportional to f T, we can fit
the low reverse bias characteristics; the inset of Fig. 3 shows
the experimental 1-V characteristics at low voltages (circles)
together with the best-fit curve obtained assuming
E,- E,=O.29 eV. The good agreement confirms that in low
reverse bias the current is limited by tunneling at the junction
from Si to SIPOS.
At large reverse biases the tunnel probability fT approaches unity, and the voltage will be shared between the
SIPOS film and the SIPOS-p’ silicon junction, as shown in
Fig. 6(c). The electric field at the SIPOS-p ’ silicon junction
in the silicon side is then appro,ximately equal to
V/(2 WSlroS+ 1/2Wsi!,30 where Wslpos is the SIPOS layer
thickness; thus, at - 14 V bias the field in the Si will reach a
value of ^‘- 1X 10’ V/cm which will cause a breakdown by the
occurrence of a combination of avalanche and Zener
mechanisms.30 The breakdown produces in the pf silicon
conduction band a large density of hot electrons directed
toward the SIPOS layer.
At this point it is possible to explain why the differential
resistance measured at large reverse biases is smaller than
that measured in forward bias, as shown in Fig. 7. In this
large reverse bias regime, the SIPOS layer will conduct by
tunneling as in the case of large forward bias; but there will
also be an additional current contribution due to the hot electrons coming from the p+ silicon region. We can estimate the
relative contributions of tunneling and hot carriers to the
total current on the basis of the measured values of resistance. By subtracting the substrate series resistance (5 a) and
taking into account the voltage sharing between the SIPOS
layer and the SIPOS-p f silicon junction, we find that at - 18
V reverse bias both tunnel and hot carrier current are approximately of the same order of magnitude. This implies
that under breakdown conditions, in the SlPOS layer 50% of
the total current consists of hot electrons.
C. Impact excitation
The EL measurements (Fig. 4) show that in reverse bias
the electroluminescence at 1.54 pm is much more efficient
6508
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than that observed in forward polarization. The EL signal
increases linearly with current only in reverse bias above a
threshold, while. it is almost zero in forward bias: The same
trend is observed at any temperature in the 200-400 K
range. Note that the threshold bias at which the EL signal
starts to increase is about 13 V, which corresponds approsimat+ w-ith the breakdown in the silicon depletion layer.
Moreover, since at these biases the Z-V characteristics are
almost linear, a further increase of the voltage produces a
linear increase of the current and of the EL signal.
These characteristics suggest that the mechanism by
which the E?+ is excited is impact excitation by hot electrons coming from the silicon depletion layer. In fact, when
the breakdown is reached, the carrier temperature is extremely high and can be estimated by solving the Boltzmann
transport equation. In the presence of large fields, the carriers
acquire an energy of the order of qE,,X, where E,, is the
electric field in the silicon depletion layer and h is the mean
free path for optical phonon collisions (-6 nmj.30 The scattering probability is isotropic and thus the average increase
of carrier kinetic ene.rgy can be estimated to be approximately [clE,IX)‘/4E, , where E, is the energy lost by opticalphonon collision;“” using this simple approach, the average
carrier energy is of the order of -2 eV in our case. A more
detailed approach also takes into account energy loss by impact creation of electron-hole pairs. This interaction is characterized by a larger energy loss than the optical-phonon
collisions, and by a much larger mean free path (.x50 nm1).30
Taking both mechanisms into account, the carrier distribution
in velocity space is ne.arly spherically symmetric and Maxwellian. The temperature of the Maxwell distritiution is extremely high and field dependent; in our case, at the threshold bias it resutts about 0.65 eV.34 Then, according to our
former estimate, above the threshold roughly half of the total
current flowing in the SIPOS layer is given by hot electrons
whose temperature is 0.65 eV. This implies that a significant
fraction of them will have enough energy to excite the Er” t
ions [at least mO.8 eVj.
In forward polarity, on the other hand, this mechanism is
not active because the field in the silicon depletion layer is
insufficient to produce a large electron temperature since the
bias decreases the field with respect to its value at thermal
equilibrium; the small forward bias electroluminescence observed in the devices annealed at 500 and 600 “C (not
shown) may be attributed to an electron-hole recombination
process in which the recombination energy is transferred to
the Er”+ ion, and it is chdmcterized by a small quantum
efficiency.
The occurrence of an impact excitation mechanism for
the electroluminescence in reverse bias is supported by the
weak temperature dependence of the phenomenon. As temperature is increased we only observe a small decrease of the
threshold bias and current, which tentatively can be explained by the decrease of the silicon band gap. This decrease, in fact, produces the decrease of the breakdown voltage for the Zener mechanism occurring in the silicon
depletion layer. With increasing temperature, we aIso observe a weak decrease of the slope of the EL signal versus
Lombard0 ef al.
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currentt, which can be attributed to the increase of the series
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D. Impact excitation

cross section

In order to determine the cross section for impact excitation of Er3+ we have measured the transients of EL intensity at 1.54 pm by switching the current source. The normalized time evolution of the luminescence after switching off is
reported in Fig. 8iaj: The. time constant appears unaffected
by the initial current level ‘and is -70 ,CLS.An interesting
behavior is observed when the current is rapidly switched
from a high level to a lower value. In this case, the EL signal
rapidly decays to a new (lower) steady-state level. The transient of the EL to thii second level is plotted in Fig. 8(b). It
shows an exponential trend but the time constant depends on
the seconri current level (i,): The time constant decreases
with increasing currents.
Figure 9 shows the EL decay rate (inverse of the time
constant) versus the second current level determined from

3.0 ,

1

I

I

1

I

I

data as in Fig. 8(b). The decay rate increases with the current
and the increase is almost linear. These results can be interpreted by a simple two-level model: The E?+ ions are divided into a group N2 excited to the 4113,2manifold and in a
group N, in the ground state (4Z,,,2). The time derivative of
N, is given by
dN,
-$=-SN,+P(No-N,),

(2)

where No is the total number of the Er” ’ ions, S is the
spontaneous emission rate (NZ +N, ), and P the putnp rate
(N,-+N?). When the current is zero, P is zero, because there
is no excitation process. In this case, according to Eq. (2), by
switching off the device, the transient EL signal will show an
exponential decrease with time, with a rate equal to S independent on the initial current level, as confirmed by the data
reported in Fig. 8(a). On the other hand, when the current
level is switched to a lower value i,, [Fig. X(b)], P is nonzero
and the transient will be characterized by a rate equal to
(P+S). Plotting the decay rate R as a function of I,, we
observe a linear increase, as reported in Fig. 9. This fact
implies that P is proportional to the hot carrier flux if), and
we assume that

(3)

P-C&,

where q is the impact excitation cross section. Q is the flux
of high-energy electrons able to excite the Er and, as discussed before, is comparable to the total flux of carriers.
Thus, by fitting the data of Fig. 9 assuming R=cJ+’ 3-S with
CD’equal to the total current density divided by q, we obtain
an impact excitation cross section equal to 6X IO-” cm ‘,
which is a reasonable value.“5 This represents a lower limit
to the real cross section for two reasons:
Current

(A)

E ’IXG.9. Decay rate of the El. signal upon switching the current to a lower
value as a function uf this second current level (i,J. The intercept at i=O
corresponds to the spontaneous emission rate S. The dmwn line is a fit of
S-t P, with P the pump rate, proportional to the current.
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(4
(b)

according to our former estimate, the llux of hot electrons is about 50% of the total flux;
only a fraction of the hot electrons is able to excite the
Er ions because the hot carrier temperature (0.65 eV) is
lower than the minimum energy for Er excitation (0.8
eV).
Lombardo et al.
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Finally, we would like to underline a last important
point: From Eq. (2) it follows that the steady-state condition
is N,INI =PIS; the data of Fig. 9 indicate that at a current
level above ~0.5 A the ratio N,IN, should overcome 1, or,
in other words, it should he possible to obtain population
inversion, the first requirement for laser action.
These results are the first experimental evidence of the
possibility to fabricate an electrically pumped laser operating
at room temperature at a wavelength of 1.54 pm in a siliconbased semiconductor.
IV. CONCXUSIONS
We have demonstrated Er-related electroluminescence at
room temperature at 1.54 pm in metal-SIPOS-p + silicon
structures reverse biased above breakdown. We attribute the
electroluminescence to impact excitation of the Er” ions by
hot electrons injected into the &-doped SIPOS film from the
p+ silicon depletion layer. The carrier temperature is -0.65
eV and therefore high enough to produce a large population
of electrons able to excite the erbium by impact. The quenching effect of the luminescence with temperature is very
weak, and this confirms the validity of the. proposed excitation mechanism which is nonthemlal. The measurements of
the electroluminescence transients under step variations of
the pump current have permitted the evaluation of a lower
limit for the excitation cross section equa1 to 6X 10-l” cm’,
in agreement with what is expected for an impact excitation
mechanism.
This work shows that population inversion, which is a
fundamental requirement for laser fabrication, can be obtained by electrical excitation in an B-doped silicon-bayed
semiconductor.
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